
	

The 80¢ Diamond Head Stamp of 1952
INTRODUCTION
My father died in 1952 when I was 12. The last FDC we did together was the one for the 80¢ 
Diamond Head. The stamp became my favorite and it has always had bittersweet memories for 
me. 

In 2008, I visited the Bureau of Engraving and Printing and examined archives for the Diamond 
Head stamp. I also did my first exhibit of the Diamond Head stamp — a three-frame Display 
Class exhibit that allowed me to use color copies of items I has seen and had copied at the 
Bureau of Engraving & Printing. 

Diamond Head is now a six frame Large Gold exhibit. At the Southeastern Stamp Expo 2022, 
ALOHA received its second Best in Show award. My first responder & Chief Judge was Liz 
Hisey. Under Treatment/Importance she wrote: “Thank you for showing a beautiful example of a 
perfect exhibit.”

While the exhibit was still fresh in her mind I emailed her to see if she had any ideas on 
how I might pick up a point or two. She said, “Try telling the viewer what are the very best 
items in your exhibit.” 

In the exhibit KEY at bottom right of the Title Page, I use a maroon box around 34 
“Significant Items,” and I use an orchid (🌸 ) to indicate 23 items of “Original Research,” 
After the judge’s recommendation, to highlight the very best items, I added a third category 
and symbol - a gold star at the upper-left corner of a maroon box. Now the gold star 
indicates the 15 items I determine by me to be - the Best of the Best. Since exhibiting at 
Atlanta I have added one additional Best of Best item—an International 13¢ Return 
Receipt. It is the first International Return Receipt item using a Diamond Head stamp 
that I’d seen or even heard about.

THIS SIX-FRAME TRADITIONAL EXHIBIT recounts the complete story of the 80¢ 
Diamond Head stamp of 1952. The stamp was created for the specific purpose of paying—
with a single stamp—the air parcel post rate for shipping one pound of plants or fresh 
flowers from Hawaii to the mainland (Zone 8—over 1,800 miles).
Although all exemplary usages of the stamp are exhibited, the “heart” of the exhibit features 34 
very difficult to obtain solo and multiple usages for the 80¢ air parcel post to Zone 8. The stars 
of the exhibit are four of the six known EXACT INTENDED COMMERCIAL USE pieces 
for shipping plants or fresh flowers by air parcel post from Hawaii to the mainland. EXACT 
INTENDED COMMERCIAL USE, as used in exhibit, is explained to the viewer on page 12. 
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An “EXACT INTENDED USE” piece must be from a COMMERCIAL grower’s shipment 
of plants or flowers from Hawaii to the mainland (Zone 8 >1800 miles).

CONDITION AND DIFFICULTY TO OBTAIN 
The 80¢ Diamond Head stamp is rarely exhibited because the items needed for a traditional 
exhibit are simply too difficult to obtain.  

“Finding the 80¢ Hawaii airmail stamp properly used to pay air parcel 
post to Zone 8 is one of the most difficult tasks a 20th Century postal 
collector faces.”                      — Doug Kelsey, Linn’s, February 2, 2004

COMPLETE HISTORY OF “EXACT USE” PIECES
Since 1952 only six EXACT INTENDED COMMERCIAL USE items have been found, and 
four of the six are in this exhibit.  The first “EXACT INTENDED COMMERCIAL USE” piece 
was reported April 22, 2002, in Linn’s Stamp News. Linn’s stated that “The Holy Grail” of U.S. 
modern airmail postal history has been found” (pg.11).

Bob Markowitz, a well known collector/dealer, bought the “Holy Grail” in 2002 from the man 
who reported the find to Linn’s. In 2003, I obtained the “Holy Grail” from Bob.

For over 10 years, the “Holy Grail” piece was the only EXACT INTENDED COMMERCIAL 
USE item known. In 2012 two EXACT INTENDED USE items came on the market—a unique 
two-pound and a unique three-pound example. Both pieces were from “Crossley’s” Honolulu 
nursery. They were sold directly to collectors without an auction. The only known two-pound 
EXACT USE item is now in this exhibit (pg. 12). The other three-pound “Crowley’s” piece is 
now owned by a collector who will not part with it.

In August 2018, a second one-pound EXACT USE piece with a special delivery stamp appeared 
on eBay. The piece was in very rough condition, and it had the exact same franking and year of 
cancel as the “Holy Grail” piece I already exhibited. If I used this newly found “EXACT 
INTENDED COMMERCIAL USE” piece, it clearly would have have been “padding” in my 
exhibit, so to avoid the temptation of including the cover in my exhibit, I traded it away.

In October 2018, a SOLO EXACT INTENDED COMMERCIAL USE item appeared on 
eBay. This newly acquired item is now in this Diamond Head exhibit (pg. 10).

In October 2020, a three-pound EXACT INTENDED COMMERCIAL USE item was 
listed on eBay. It became my fourth Star in this Diamond Head Exhibit.
To the extent possible, more important items are exhibited in the top two rows of a 
frame.
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TREATMENT AND IDENTIFYING KEY ITEMS:

My 15 “Best of the Best” Items - Highlighted by Maroon Boxes - Plus a ⭐  outside the 
maroon box at top-left
They deserve special attention. Together they make this Diamond Head exhibit 
unique. 
BY PAGE # IN ORDER OF  APPEARANCE:

Pg	3	—	Only	proof	not	in	Archives	of	BEP	
Pg	6	—	Block	of	4	HONOLULU	HAWAII	precancels	-	only	6	copies	of	stamp	known	
Pg	6	—	Commerical	use	of	Pre-Cancel	-	a	block	of	4	to	ship	newspapers		
Pg	9		—Introduces	4	of	6	known	“Exact	Intended	Use”	items	discovered	to	date	
Pg	10	–	1	lb	“Solo”	Flower	Shipment	-	The	“Solo	Gem”	
Pg	11	–	1	lb	Flower	Shipment	-	Found	in	2002		Linns	called	it	“The	Holy	Grail”	
Pg	12	–	2	lbs	Flower	Shipment	-	2	pound	“Crossley	Shipment”	
Pg	13	–	3	lbs	Flower	Shipment	-	3	pound	“Nursery	Shipment”	
Pg	16	–	3	perfins	(as	group)	Every	known	perfin	on	a	C46	stamp	is	in	this	exhibit			
Pg	22	–	4	lbs	Santa	–	with	Customs	DeclaraYon	-	a	great	visual	item	
Pg	23	–	“Official	Orders”	ExcepYon	-	Only	C46	use	of	“Military	Free	Forwarding”	
Pg	28	–	InternaYonal	Air	Parcel	Post	-	Examples	of	Int’l	APP	almost	non-existent	
Pg	33	–	Solo	OA	Rate	-	Medical	Slide	-	Historic	posYng	by	Polio	Researcher	
Pg	41	–	DesYnaYon	Tibet	-	Added	required	TibeYan	stamp	when	entered	Tibet	
Pg	42	–	InternaYonal	RR	-	13¢	PrisYne	example	-		Only	InternaYonal	RR	reported	
Pg	48	–	ALOHA	–	Solo	Air	Parcel	Post	from	Hawaii	-	gave	name	to	Exhibit		
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Exhibit Plan

EXACT INTENDED USE: Shipping Flowers and Plants by Air From Hawaiian Nurseries to U.S. Mainland

... THE 80¢ DIAMOND HEAD STAMP OF 1952

SUBJECT ......................... FRAME / PAGE

Forerunner ............................ 1 / P2

Concept / Design ................... 1 / P3

Production ............................. 1 / P4

STAMP USAGE

Precancels ............................ 1 / P6

First Day Celebration ............. 1 / P7

FDCs and Perfins ................... 2 / P7

Air Parcel Post
Exact Intended
Commercial Use ….……2 / P1 to P5

Air Parcel Post to
Zone 8.…………….…3 / P1 to 4 / P3

Air Parcel Post
International ……..……………4 / P4

Non Air Parcel Post
Domestic ... 4 / P5

International ... 5 / P3
Late Usage ............................ 5 / P8

KEY

SUBJECT
A traditional exhibit of 80¢
Diamond Head air mail stamp
created to pay air parcel post
rate for shipping a pound of
flowers or plants to Zone 8
(>1800 miles).

CONCEPT / DESIGN
When Postmaster General
Jesse Donaldson visited Hilo,
Hawaii in 1951, an orchid
grower requested an 80¢ stamp
to facilitate shipping flowers to
the mainland.

DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Donaldson liked the idea and
sketched a design. The First
Day Celebration was on March
26, 1952 in Honolulu.

USAGE
SPECIAL ATTENTION:
• 4 of 6 known
EXACT INTENDED
COMMERCIAL USE
(Fm 2 - P1 to P5)

• 32 Air Parcel Post items

DIFFICULTY
OF ACQUISITION
This expensive stamp was
not used frivolously — it
was primarily used on heavy
parcels. The stamps were
discarded. Exemplary usages
are difficult to find.

IMPORTANCE
Only U.S. stamp created for a
specific air parcel post rate.

NOVEMBER 1, 1951 —
Postmaster General and

Mrs. Jesse Donaldson arrive
in Hilo, Hawaii. They are
being welcomed by the Hilo
Postmaster, an airline
representative, and other
local dignitaries.

700 First Day
orchid boxes
were sent from
Hawaii, but only
3 complete
boxes survive.

Front-Page News in the ...

Significant Items

= Original Research

= Best of Best XX

It cost 96¢ to send a pound of flowers from
Hawaii to the mainland in 1948. That was based
on the regular domestic air mail letter rate of 6¢
per ounce. It was an expensive shipment that

required multiple stamps.

Multi-stamp example at right
from October 1945

Air Parcel Post Begins;
Shipping Rates Drop 17%

On September 1, 1948, the new air parcel post
rates became effective. That one-pound flower
shipment from Hawaii to the mainland went from

96¢ per pound to 80¢ — a 17% savings.

The new Zone 8 rate (>1800 miles) included:

• Hawaii to mainland U.S.

• To/From APOs, FPOs, ships at sea, and
U.S. possessions and territories.

ZONE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

DISTANCE <50 50- 150- 300- 600- 1,000- 1,000- >1,800IN MILES 150 300 600 1,000 1,400 1,800

UP TO 1 LB. 60¢ 60¢ 60¢ 65¢ 70¢ 75¢ 75¢ 80¢

ADDT’L LB. 48¢ 48¢ 48¢ 50¢ 56¢ 64¢ 72¢ 80¢

Air Parcel Post Rates — September 1, 1948 To January 6, 1963 Savings With 80¢ Air Parcel Post Rate
vs. Domestic Air Mail Rate (Per Pound, Zone 8)

Rate Domestic Air Parcel Savings
Period Rate Post Net %

Sept. 1, 1948 –
July 31, 1958 96¢ 80¢ 16¢ 17%

Aug. 1, 1958 –
June 30, 1963 $1.12 80¢ 32¢ 29%

Flower shipment – Honolulu, Hawaii to Pennsylvania – October 1945
17 oz. at 6¢ per oz. + 13¢ special delivery = $1.15

FORERUNNER

34 maroon boxes
indicate significant items

EXHIBIT HIGHLIGHTS
23 orchids indicate
Original Research
15 stars indicate
Best of Best

Copy of designer’s “4 TIMES ENLARGED” working model for the
ACCEPTED “Two Palms” design, reproduced at actual size

[The original is in the archives of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing]

During a 2008 visit to the Bureau, this exhibitor discovered this previously
unknown “4 TIMES ENLARGED” working model. Color copies were requested;

the Bureau refused to provide them. After four requests, four appeals, and help from a
friendly Congressman, the Bureau produced the color copies. This model reveals the
cuts the designer made when he added the Stratocruiser and the palm tree at right.

Selected “Two-Palm” design

Small Die Proof
of “Two Palms” design

Only Diamond Head proof
not in file of Bureau of
Engraving and Printing

PF 261456

Official photo essay of
REJECTED “One Palm” design

PSE 01349341

Design & Pre-Production
When Donaldson returned to
Washington D.C., he sketched
his concept for the 80¢ stamp.
He also asked Pan Am’s New
York office to send him photos of
their Stratocruiser in flight and of
Honolulu’s Diamond Head.

When the Pan Am photos arrived,
Donaldson sent to the Bureau:

l His sketch of concept
(not retained by BEP)

l Photo of Stratocruiser

l Pan Am’s 17-by-24-inch
calendar for January 1951

Concept

Five days later, the Bureau
presented Donaldson with two designs.
He chose the “Two Palms” design but
had the Pan Am logo removed from the
tail so as not to show favoritism toward
one airline.

Pan Am, United, & Northwest all flew
the Stratocruiser on the 9-hour route
from Hawaii to the mainland.

3

CO
PY

Exact COPY of designer’s “4 TIMES ENLARGED” working model for
“Two Palms” design.

(UNIQUE - Exists only in archives of Bureau of Engraving & Printing)

Below: Exact Copy of “4 TIMES ENLARGED” working model for the Diamond
Head stamp. For this item found only in the Archives that is clearly labeled a

COPY, multiple judges have praised the use of the Exact Copy to clearly show the
cut and paste design process.

Five days later, the Bureau
presented Donaldson with
two designs and proofs in six
different colors. He chose
the “Two Palm” design in a
“Shade of Purple”. Color
proofs not selected were
destroyed.

Donaldson Selected
“Two Palm” Design

Small Die Proof of
“Two Palm” design

Only Diamond Head proof
not in file of Bureau of
Engraving and Printing
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RESEARCH AND PHILATELIC KNOWLEDGE
All the traditional sources of research were consulted and utilized. However my research went 
well beyond the references available.  I have been actively collecting the Diamond Head stamp 
for over 30 years. In 2008, I visited the Bureau of Engraving & Printing and examined the 
Diamond Head archives.  I discovered the previously unreported 4xs Enlarged Working 
Model. Color copies were requested. After four requests and a successful appeal and help 
from a friendly Congressman, I got the exhibited color copy of the 4xs Enlarged Working 
Design Model.

🌸  = Original Research — In this exhibit 14 items are identified as original research — 
not available from general reference books. Seven of the Original Research items came directly 
from my examination of the Bureau of Engraving & Printing archives in 2008. The remaining 
seven are the collective result of collecting the stamp for 30 years. Over the years I obtained 
knowledge from following all Diamond Head - C46 Ebay purchases - information from dealer 
and exhibitors.  Over the past 20 years, I have personally owned or handled hundreds of 
Diamond Head covers. 

JUSTIFICATION FOR EXHIBITING “COPY” OF BEP DESIGN ITEM
It is impossible to adequately describe in words the design process revealed by the replica 
of the “4 Times Enlarged” copy found in the Bureau’s Archives. Although it is a copy and 
not 25% larger or smaller than original, judges have not only approved but also highly 
praised its use to explain “Cut & Paste” design process.

Exhibited is a replica — the original is only in archives of BEP.  The exhibited copy clearly 
shows cut marks on the working model where the Stratocruiser photo was added and a palm tree 
was moved into image. Because it is difficult to describe the “cut-and-paste” assembly process in 
words, I have used an exact copy of the image in this exhibit and clearly marked it as a “COPY.”
To avoid a penalty for the use of this single, non-original item, several experienced exhibitors 
recommended that I also put the word “COPY” directly on the item and in the caption.

Based on the comments of the judges, they concur that viewers will not be confused into 
thinking they are looking at an original. 

The image is on page three of the ALOHA 
exhibit.

THE HUNT FOR A PLATE DEFECT
One of my biggest challenges was documenting 
the existence of an alleged plate defect that is 
referenced by French on page 315 of his plate 
defect reference book:

“Diagonal scratches in margin 
above and to L of Plate # 24592 UL.”
Finally, for the first time, the scratch referenced 
by French is visually documented (pg. 5).
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STAMPED ENVELOPES USED AS MAIL LABLES
A Navy contract for the construction of docks in Guam required monthly progress reports being 
sent to the Naval Construction Officer in San Francisco. To avoid doing a lengthy label every 
month, envelopes with the address and return address were pre-printed, Diamond Head stamps 
were affixed, and the envelope was attached to a larger two- or three-pound parcel with Scotch 
tape. The stamped envelopes with two or three Diamond Head stamps became shipping labels. 
This unique use of envelopes as shipping labels is exhibited on page 21.

THE FIRST DAY COVERS
I mistakenly thought that judges did not approve of FDCs in a traditional exhibit. A judge’s 
critique told me that my exhibit would be stronger if I included a section of FDCs. Therefore, 
this exhibit includes two remarkable hand painted FDCs by Dorothy Knapp (the foremost artist) 
and five of the more interesting or difficult to obtain Stamp Specific FDCs. 

Research determined that there are 24 different Diamond Head commercially printed Stamp 
Specific FDC cachets. I exhibit five, so if a viewer is interested in FDCs, they can email me or 
scan the QR code for a four-page color checklist of all 24 Diamond Head FDCs (see pg. 14).

CONCLUSION
The Diamond Head stamp is the only stamp ever created for a specific commercial air parcel 
post rate. On the last page of the exhibit, I conclude that the stamp was, at best, only a “qualified 
success.” Tying a stamp’s value to a specific air parcel post rate is complicated and ultimately 
unworkable; it was never tried again (see pg. 48).

This collection took almost 30 years to put together. I am pleased that I can now share this 
interesting story of the Diamond Head stamp with many fellow collectors.

SOURCES: 

Loran C. French, Encyclopedia of Plate Varieties on U.S. Bureau-Printed Postage Stamps, Page 315 (1979). 

Sol Glass, U.S. Postage Stamps 1945-62,  Bureau Issues Association (1954).   

Mark Lomonaco, “Airmail Stamp,” U.S. Stamp News (January, February 1996). 

Wawrukiewicz, Anthony S. and Beecher, Henry W. “U.S. International Parcel Post Rates, 1872–1996,” Page 216.
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